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Abstract 
  

Tomography or Digital Radiography Systems for the High Energy (7-15M eV) X-Rays have specific 

applications like in Space or Defence sector and are limited to advanced countries, so are not 

commercially  available. The cost involved is very high and the supplier is tight-lipped on service life of 
detectors when exposed to High Energy X-Rays. Sensitivity  has certain constraints and Radiographic 
Definition is mostly  enhanced by image processing tools. 
 

High Energy Radiography is an important and essential QC tool to access the soundness of large size 

solid rocket motors (SRM s) and to improve the processibility . The infrastructure requirement for such 
application is huge because of associated dimension and weight. Number of Shots for one SRM  
typically  ranges from 700 – 1200 shots, therefore the Radiography of such SRM s by conventional Film 

Radiography put restriction on the production rate and hence, it is considered to be the bottle neck in 
Rocket M otor Processing. To meet the project schedule, coverage plans are optimized by 

compromising with the POD (probability  of detection). At this stage, it becomes necessary to automate 
the Radiography process for enhancing competence with the market.  
 

This paper brings a conceptual design of a programmable advanced automation system, which will 
facilitate to enhance both the production rate & POD. It enables to revise the coverage plan with higher 

POD and at the same time synchronization with other subsystems enhances reproducibility. The system 
is unique and provides compatible advantage with conventional films, CR and Flat Panel Detectors. 
Realization of this system will enhance output by 3 to 4 fold. The system also provides remote 

operation which minimizes the human interaction with harmful radiation. 
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1. Introduction  

 
Rocket technology is nearly  1,000 years old, but the birth of modern rocketry changed not only how 
rockets were built but also how they were thought about. Though mostly  used in war to bombard 

enemies and in peace to send messages, carry ropes, and hunt whales, the technological revolution has 
set the stage for three new applications of rocket technology: long-range “strategic” missiles, short-

range “tactical” missiles, and “launch vehicles” to carry payloads into space [1]. These crucial 
applications demand for a flawless rocket motors. 

Solid rocket motors are routinely examined by X-ray radiography [2], but large size SRMs require High 
Energy X-Rays mostly to access the propellant system. The radiography setup for such application is 

huge because of the associated dimension and weight of the test object. Depending on test object size, 

number of exposures/shots mount up to 1200 and may require couple of months to accomplish it by 
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traditional or conventional film radiography. For this reason, production rate or delivery schedule is 
highly hampered, hence radiography is considered to be the bottle neck in Rocket Motor Processing.  

Scope of Industrial Digital Radiography or Tomography for high energy X-rays were investigated, but 
are commercially  not available and mostly  the advanced countries have their custom built DR or 3D-

CT systems. The shielding requirements for Flat panel detectors also impose challenge. Thus, at this 

stage, to meet the project schedules, one has to cut down the coverage area by compromising POD else 
have to explore mechanism for delivering higher output. Automating the radiography process is one 

such perception which could solve the problem and will enhance our market competency.  

This paper brings a conceptual design for automating the radiography inspection of large size SRM s, 

which will facilitate to enhance both the production rate and POD. The programmable advanced 
automation system permits job indexing, picking and placing of film cassettes and positioning for the 
exposure. The system provides remote operation which minimizes the human interaction with harmful 

radiation. It enables to revise the coverage plan with higher POD and at the same time synchronization 
with other subsystems enhances reproducibility . The system is unique and provides compatible 

advantage with conventional films, CR and Flat Panel Detectors. Realization of this system will 
enhance output by 3 to 4 fold. The automated job indexing and exposure particulars with proper 
algorithm can be utilized for tomo-synthesis if the radiographs are digitized. 
 

2. High Energy RT Setup 

The High Energy RT (Radiography Testing) setups for large objects are robust and bulky installations. 
Apart from the material handling equipments like EOT cranes and accessories, from the High Energy 

RT point of view following are the main systems required: 

a) X-ray source Manipulator System: A 3-axis manipulator is required along with pitching and 

swiveling provision. Linear Accelerator is used as X-ray generator and weighs in tonnes 
therefore manipulator can be floor mounted or EOT crane suspended.  

b) Job Indexing System: Depending upon the object/job orientation and feasibility  viz. vertical job 
indexing system or horizontal job indexing system can be used. For vertical indexing, Rotary 

Turn Table is used and Roller Bed for the horizontal indexing. Here, based on job position High 

Energy RT Setup can be classified as Vertical Radiography Setup (refer Fig.1) and Horizontal 
Radiography Setup (refer Fig.2). 

c) X-ray Detector Manipulator System: A 3-axis manipulator is required and can be floor mounted 
or EOT crane suspended. For Digital Flat Panel Detectors, shielding imposes challenge and 

manipulator should have provision for accommodating the extra weight of shielding material. 
For a tomography system interfacing between source, job indexing and detector is a prime 
condition. 



  
Fig. 1 Vertical Radiography Setup [2] Fig.2 Horizontal Radiography Setup 

Generally a vertical Setup is preferred for tomography over horizontal setup. Job centering is easier in a vert ical 
setup. As seen in the fig.1, for vert ical radiography setup facility is mult i-storey and to cover full length of the 

object  is a constraint . In the horizontal setup, road movement is easier for longer job but  bending needs to be 
arrested by introducing idle roller set .  

3. POD Enhancing Methodology 

The POD is required in industries, where a missed flaw might cause grave consequences; and the 

smallest flaw detected is of less interest than the largest flaw missed [3]. Therefore in many industrial 
sectors like aeronautics, railway or power generation, the performance level (detection capability) and 
reliability  of the NDI procedure is important to the end use of the item being inspected, which in turn 

provides confidence. 
 

The method of determining the POD as a function of flaw size has been put forward by Alan Berens in 
his seminal work [4]. The log odds distribution is reported to be most consistent model [5] for 
determining a POD curve as a function of crack length a, mathematically  defined as [6, 7].below: 

 
The POD at a specific crack size a can be estimated from a series of inspection of cracks of size a as [6] 

 
NDI detection is strongly dependent on factors and variations that or many may not be controllable in 

procedures applications [3]. Variables include: • Flaw (Artifact) Variables,• Test Object Variables, • 
NDE Method Variables, • NDE M aterials Variables, • NDE Equipment Variables, • NDE Procedure 

Variables, • Calibration Variables, • Acceptance Criteria / Decision Variables, • Human Factors. 



However, in this paper, the term probability  of detection (POD) is used in a highly simpler context than 
the usual. The very fundamental NDE Procedure Variables (Altering orientation and number of 

exposures) has been used to enhance the POD by optimizing the coverage plan, as detection probability  

depends on the number of orientations in which radiographic exposures are taken. Simulation studies 
were performed on a symmetrical model and for the ease it has been assumed that flaws corresponding 

to 1-2T, having spherical shape resemblance are to be detected. Simulation was performed to know the: 

1. Effect on POD in terms of % area covered by increasing the number of exposures along with 

orientation.  
2. Effect on POD in terms of % area covered by doubling the job size. 

For simulation, a circular section of 1m diameter and 2m diameter were modeled. The coverage by 
radial exposure at various orientations (refer Fig. 3) was plotted and corresponding POD was calculated 
as shown in table no. 1. 

 

Fig.3 Radial Exposure plot for 12 

angular orientations. 

 

Table 1 
 

S. NO. 
No. of Radial 

Exposures  

POD 

1m dia. 2m dia. 

1. 6 0.624 0.321 

2. 8 0.769 0.428 

3. 10 0.877 0.526 

4. 12 0.951 0.615 

5. 14 0.991 0.693 

6. 16 
 

0.762 

7. 18 
 

0.822 

8. 20 
 

0.872 
 

 

Fig. 4 POD curve for 1m and 2m dia. model 



With reference to Fig. 3, radial exposure plot, number of inferences can be drawn like for a selected 
coverage plan it shows region where POD is twice and near to the centre is thrice. As seen from the 

graph (refer Fig. 4) that as the no of exposure increases, POD also increases and when the size of the 

object is double then in order to achieve same POD level, the no. of exposure also increases. Thus 
radiography period will also increase. At this stage, optimization of coverage plan is done by 

compromising with lower POD level than the standard practice level of 90/95. 

4. Need Aspect for Automation 

Need aspect has already been outlined in introduction part. The simulation study shows that as the job 
dimension increases, the number of exposure also increases. To achieve the 90/95 POD level the 

radiography period will cross months with conventional film radiography. In a tomography system as 
slicing is done similar to FEM (finite element model), the POD is naturally  high and for low energy X-
rays, tomography systems are readily available. Thus efforts can be made to automate the conventional 

film radiography process with an overall objective to achieve higher output without compromising with 
POD, which seems to be feasible after conducting the time study. Radiation worker interaction with 

harmful X-rays can also be minimized by adopting automation. 

5. Conceptual Model Description – AFLASS  (Automatic Film Loading and S tacking S ystem) 

AFLASS (Automatic Film Loading and Stacking System) will be used for radiography and basically  it 
has been conceptualized to automate the Conventional Film Radiography of large size solid rocket 

motors. The conceptual design presented here is to be accommodated in the existing radiation bunker 
and horizontal radiography setup is automated. The self explanatory conceptual design model is shown 

below in Fig. 5.  

 

Fig. 5 Conceptual Design M odel of AFLASS  

A- Film Stacking Unit; B – Film Pick & Place Unit 
C – SWT Unit; D – DWT Unit; E – Job Indexing Unit. 



Key Features of AFLAS S  
• A- Film Stacking Unit is a radiation protected unit for storing unexposed and exposed films. 

• B - Film Pick and Place Unit is used to transfer films from stacking unit to SWT or DWT unit. 

It’s a 2-axis positioner system. 
• C – SWT (single wall technique) Unit is a 3 – axis film manipulator to be aligned with the 

center line of different sizes of job within the specified range. 

• D - DWT (double wall technique) Unit is again a 3 – axis film manipulator to adjust with 

varying job sizes.  

• E – Job Indexing Unit has provision to accommodate different diameter and length jobs. Once 
job is rested on the roller sets, then whole unit can be moved linearly  to cover full job length for 

radiography. 

• Separate Units for SWT (single wall technique) and DWT (double wall technique) radiography 
is there so both can be achieved in one setting. Radial and tangential configuration shot in one 

setup. 

• All the linear motions and rotary indexing are automated by servo motors. 

• M otion sequences are highly logical control based with feedback interlocks. 
• As the job indexing unit is interfaced with the film manipulator, system can be utilized for 

tomo-synthesis by applying suitable algorithm.  

• Conventional film can be replaced by a CR – cassette or vice – versa.  
• DWT unit can be modified in case digital flat panel detector is to be used. 

• Radiation worker exposure is minimized. 
 

 
Fig. 6 AFLASS exposure setting for SWT and DWT Radiography. F – Radiation shielding. 

In the Fig. 6, AFLASS exposure setting is shown with the radiation shielding for Film Stacking Unit. 

Utmost care should be taken for shielding else the complete purpose of automation will go off. It can be 



clearly  seen that tracking of flaws by availability  of radial and tangential configuration shot setting in 
one setup will be easier and fast. 

6. Conclusion 

The presented conceptual design model (AFLASS) for automating the radiography process of large size 

solid rocket motors is required not only to enhance production but will also help in maintaining the 
confidence level intact. System will be of vital use to study flaw natures and reproducibility  can be 
achieved. Even full coverage of the job/object like tomography is possible. It is flexible to switch from 

conventional film radiography to CR – system without any additional cost. With minor modifications 
can be used for digital flat panel detectors. The realization of the system will enhance production by 3 

to 4 folds and also radiation safety. 
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